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Executive Summary 

 TRENDS Research & Advisory hosted an E-Symposium entitled Artificial Intelligence 
– Fiction to Reality on Tuesday, 24th November 2020. 

 Moderated by Ahmad M. Najeeb, Advance Technology Researcher and Head of the 
Website and Social Media Department at TRENDS Research and Advisory, the 
session discussed AI’s potential in terms of boosting future economic growth and use 
across a vast range of technologies and applications. The event’s main objective was 
to serve as a forum for experts, government and private stakeholders to discuss AI 
technologies development, analyze AI-related challenges and opportunities, and 
capture success stories from the UAE and other countries leading the AI revolution. 

 Professor Stephen Lew, Strategy Advisor and Research Scientist in the UAE, said 
Artificial intelligence (AI) is an attempt at improving the understanding of human 
cognition. Unlike other tools, atomic bombs included, an AI tool cannot decide 
anything out of its own accord without us setting the parameters and applying the 
knowledge that we feed into it.  This should be informed by something that we, as 
human beings, could agree on, perhaps in the form of a global charter or something 
of the sort. This work should be done as a matter of priority. 

 Dr Malek Ben Salem, Principal Advisor, Digital Transformation and Emerging 
Technologies TheDigitaLeap, USA, said AI can be used to apply and leverage new 
tech to solve security problems from data protection to authentication to intrusion 
detection. AI has the potential to lead to an economic boost of about $14 trillion 
across 16 Industries, just in 12 developing countries. Regulations and standards are 
important and they are a real issue that needs addressing. 

 Dr Patrick Bangert, Vice President of AI at Samsung, USA, said that if we wish to 
deploy AI, the first criterion is to define very clearly what the problem is and what a 
possible solution might be. And, as early as is humanly possible, we need to bring in 
the end users and converse with them about their preferences and how they wish to 
consume AI. In fact, the change management portion is the single biggest risk to the 
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AI project not working out. And as we have seen, the end users typically want very 
simple things, such as good-looking graphics and an easy to use interface. They are 
not even concerned with AI but instead focus on the user experience. And this in 
itself is the biggest enabler to get AI to actually deliver benefits. 

 Nader Kabbara, Management Consultant for Artificial Intelligence at AI Directions, 
UAE, commented that some countries are directly supporting AI in governmental 
policies, while others are promoting technological developments in collaborative 
synergies with leading digital companies. Despite the advantages of these synergies, 
this strategy also entails a serious management challenge that may hinder their 
success. It is still hard to say that AI is shaping digital governments. However, it is 
clear that AI is leading to an increase of public and private investments. 

 Dr Rand Waltzman, Deputy Chief Technology Officer at RAND Corporation, USA, 
said AI systems are a two-edged sword for national governments. On the one hand, 
AI systems will improve human processes and tasks online, such as detection of 
disinformation, bots, altered text and images, and manipulated audio and video 
material. On the other hand, when adversaries adopt the same technologies, they will 
enable them to magnify the effectiveness and scale of information operations. 

 Ramez Alkara, Senior Vice President of Product Management at EverteamGS-Intalio. 
France, said that new tech such as big data, autonomous agents and artificial 
intelligence (AI) are reshaping government services around the world. In most 
countries, researchers and practitioners who are divorced from the world of public 
administration and are engaged in discussion and making technological decisions 
without understanding the implications for governance represent a real problem. In 
line with this background, there is an emerging need for holistic understanding of the 
range and impact of AI-based applications and associated challenges. 

 Dr Karthik Nandakumar, Mohammed Bin Zayed University for Artificial Intelligence, 
UAE, said that to help ensure the safety and security of their AI systems, companies 
need to thoroughly consider and address all kinds of risks – external, physical, and 
digital among many others – and then communicate those risks to end users. 
Although external risks tend to get the most attention, internal risks such as fraud can 
be just as serious. For each AI use case, companies need to assess whether the 
potential benefits sufficiently outweigh the associated risks. 

 Professor Ernesto Damiani, Senior Director at Robotics and Intelligent Systems 
Institute, Khalifa University, UAE, said that AI ethics encompasses the issues of 
value systems and goals encoded into machines, design ethics, and systemic 
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impacts of AI on social, political and economic structures. Some have called to 
include justice as a goal of fair, accountable, and transparent AI development. AI has 
the potential to have profound social justice implications if it enables divergent 
access, disparate systemic impacts, or increased discrimination and inequities. 
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Speaker’s main points 

1) Prof Stephen Lew, Strategy Advisor and Research Scientist, UAE 

Artificial intelligence (AI) is an attempt at improving the understanding of human 
cognition.  When referring to human cognition, may include the very activity we are 
engaged in at the moment. For example, we can generate speech that is intelligible to 
people; process language; build a knowledge base from which to make inferences; play 
board games with a well-defined set of rules; prove mathematical and logical theorems; 
make scientific discoveries; and finally, sometimes we can also engage in creative 
expressions, such as writing poetry and music, painting and creating sculptures.   

AI can be seen in speech synthesis. Some of the first examples of the so-called expert 
systems were Dendral and Mycin, and they were a massive inspiration for the symbolic 
generation of artificial intelligence researchers. We witnessed a very important 
transformation of the workforce back in the day, which we are also seeing today.  A lot 
of people are worried that jobs will disappear, and some of them will.  However, new 
jobs will be created, too, including those that we never thought were even feasible. 

In the old days, beginning in 1955, Dr Herbert A. Simon and Dr Allen Newell outlined a 
purely symbolic approach to AI in a seminal paper. This involved hard encoding with 
defined logical primitives and inference rules.  Every single item had to be meticulously 
written out, which gave rise to the chess program. The following year, in 1956, some of 
the founding fathers of artificial intelligence met at a conference at Dartmouth College.  
Dr. Geoffrey Hinton came into the scene later with the machine learning approach, 
which remained marginalized for at least 40 years. However, machine learning has 
since become almost anonymous with artificial intelligence because of three main 
reasons:  cheap process speed; big data; and the abundance of great algorithms. 

Finally, neither of these two approaches addresses the ethical dimension. Like any tool, 
it can end up in the wrong hands. GPT-3, open AI’s latest output, is an extremely 
advanced text predictor. It could be used for both creative and destructive purposes. For 
example, phishing e-mail and fake news can be generated en masse, which is a 
nightmare scenario. The unique characteristic of autonomy is an added dimension to 
the existential risk and threat that AI poses. Unlike other tools, atomic bombs included, 
an AI tool cannot decide anything out of its own accord without us setting the 
parameters and applying the knowledge that we feed into it.  This should be informed by 
something that we, as human beings, could agree on, perhaps in the form of a global 
charter or something of the sort. This work should be done as a matter of priority. The 
barrier to entry is very low, and there are numerous open source resources, such as 
Google TensorFlow and Scikit-learn, which anyone can tap into to solve problems. 
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2) Dr Malek Ben Salem, Principal Advisor, Digital Transformation and 
Emerging Technologies TheDigitaLeap, USA 

AI can be used to apply and leverage new tech to solve security problems from data 
protection to authentication to intrusion detection.  

AI is all over the news and it’s hard to see a day go by with no news on AI that covers 
market opportunity, projections, large investments, politics and national security, and 
corporate boardrooms. AI applications are everywhere: in search engines, online 
shopping, medical applications such as precise cancer cell detection in MRIs, in 
autonomous driving vehicles, in games like AlphaGo, and librettos, and in voice-based 
assistance.  It's also permeating the full spectrum of businesses and enterprises from 
asset management and predictive maintenance, to supply chain to healthcare and 
customer engagement. AI is permeating businesses, and yielding results.  

There are 4 main drivers for the use of AI in businesses: 

 The most well-known factor is increased operational efficiency through 
automation that allows reduction in operational expenses and labor costs. 

 Enhanced user (employees or customers) experiences through sustained and 
more interactive, natural and extended interaction with those users. As an 
example, a European taxation agency was able to handle up to 60% of its 
customer calls from start to finish using a conversational AI agent. That is a huge 
improvement from five years ago where those numbers were about 10% of calls 
on the average.  

 Improved compliance with regard to regulatory and internal procedures, machine 
learning today is being used for fraud detection and prevention and online credit 
card transactions. 

 Discovery of hidden patterns and the ability to personalize advertising is the 
development of new tools and ways for data discovery.  

If we combine all of these opportunities, it is estimated that by 2035, there will be an 
increase in profitability of 38%. And AI has the potential to lead to an economic boost of 
about $14 trillion across 16 Industries, just in 12 developing countries.  

A collection of tools that can be used to perform tasks that requires human intelligence, 
such as visual perception of language or speech recognition, decision making, and 
translation between languages. These AI applications are not all the same. And they're 
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not all developed or they're not at the same maturity level to look at how AI has 
developed over time over the last six or seven decades. 

Increased in computing capacity and data availability helped the development of AI. 
Every minute 58 Instagram photos are posted and 300 new Facebook profiles are 
created. The data we produce today is 50 times the amount of data we use in 2010. So 
these huge amounts of data are contributing to this surge of machine learning. A key 
issue remains the quality of the data. Another factor is the improvement of Algorithms. 
AI back propagation algorithms and convolution neural networks and generative 
adversarial networks that are also contributing in this development. Regulations and 
standards are important and they are a real issue that needs addressing.  
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3) Dr. Patrick Bangert, Vice President of AI at Samsung, USA 

All of us have numerous experiences that are driven by the applications of AI on a daily 
basis. AI enables many of the things that we do every day. In fact, we interact with 
many things that we don’t even realize have AI built in. This automation is naturally 
tremendously beneficial to the economics of each of these companies that are involved 
in it. The most advanced industry in vertical terms is retail.  There are many systems 
forecasting who will buy what in which store at what time. And at the back of that 
forecasting system, there are stocking systems that tell us how much of each item you 
need to deliver into the stock of each of the stores. These are factors that drive sales. 

The system that currently causes most of the funding for AI is autonomous vehicles. 
Perhaps about half of the research output at universities is either connected to uses of 
autonomous driving or is funded by autonomous driving. And so here, we are really 
looking at image processing, from cameras to radars, LADAR or some other type of 
imaging technology. Imaging technology is a huge driver at the enterprise level. The 
industry that is slowest to adopt AI is government followed by oil and gas. There are a 
number of use cases, however, that are extremely compelling for governments, and 
many of them are at least aware of them, if not planning to employ some of them. Many 
of these concern security, such as facial recognition. One of the dangers that has arisen 
is that most of the available facial recognition systems were trained on Caucasian faces, 
which work with significantly reduced accuracy on non-Caucasian faces. 

In the United Kingdom, there was a recent attempt to deploy AI to automatically grade A 
levels, which is ethically questionable.  The government had to throw it out after the 
public complained.  This illustrates that governments have a huge ethical problem with 
deploying artificial intelligence. And AI ethics is a highly discussed topic at the present 
time.  Voice recognition is very important for governments, considering that they might 
wish to listen in on conversations. Naturally, we have a large number of military 
applications, especially in image processing and drones. One of the best and most 
beneficial use cases of recent times is in medicine, where we are looking at 
automatically detecting diseases.  We also found that x-rays and all types of scans can 
be automated, with a much higher accuracy for AI systems than for the average doctor. 

There are two major challenges to using AI in a particular use case.  The first is the 
definition stage; that is, what is the problem that we are trying to solve using AI?  Often 
times it’s quite vague and uncertain in the beginning, and it’s a long process to discern 
from the customer what exactly it is that we want AI to solve. This is why some possible 
artificial intelligence applications go wrong. This is a common problem in software 
development and AI is no exception; that is, solving a problem that nobody had while 
the problem that somebody did have did not get solved. The second challenge involves 
some other AI projects that fail at the end of the pipeline and are called change 
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management. This pertains to the successful AI systems that are simply not adopted by 
the end users because they choose not to change their life habits. 

If we wish to deploy AI in our government or company, the first criterion is to define very 
clearly what the problem is and what a possible solution might be. And, as early as is 
humanly possible, we need to bring in the end users and converse with them about their 
preferences and how they wish to consume AI. In fact, the change management portion 
is the single biggest risk to the AI project not working out. And as we have seen, the end 
users typically want very simple things, such as good-looking graphics and an easy to 
use interface. They are not even concerned with AI but instead focus on the user 
experience. And this in itself is the biggest enabler to get AI to actually deliver benefits. 
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4) Nader Kabbara, Management Consultant for Artificial Intelligence at AI 
Directions, UAE 

Governmental policies to enable and support AI developments include well-known 
technologies such as autonomous vehicles and cyber technologies. Bringing together 
public and private sectors, collaboration in the public service delivery presents major 
advantages. Governmental digitalization is currently involving citizens to co-produce 
information, which is enabling the decision-making process. It is known that currently 
digital transformation is mainly focused on business and industry areas, with less 
involvement of governments, although it is a predictable game-changing tendency.  

Some countries are directly supporting its introduction in governmental policies, while 
others are promoting technological developments in collaborative synergies with leading 
digital companies to move AI forward. Despite the association of these synergies brings 
several advantages, this strategy also entails a serious management challenge that 
may hinder their success. It is still hard to say that AI is shaping digital governments. 
However, it is clear that AI is leading to an increase of public and private investments. 

The UAE National Program for Artificial Intelligence is a comprehensive and 
consolidated compilation of resources that highlight the advances in AI and Robotics 
that will enable the UAE to become a leading global participant in the responsible use of 
AI and its tools. As an early and leading player in deploying AI technology, the UAE 
aims to become a fast adopter of emerging AI technologies across Government, as well 
as attracting top AI talent to work with new technologies in a sophisticated, secure 
ecosystem to solve complex problems. With this foundation of talent, as well as better 
governance of AI, we will have the right conditions to develop new AI solutions here in 
the UAE in the coming decade and beyond. These novel technologies have huge 
economic potential, including from licensing and export overseas. The UAE aims to 
become a world leader in AI by 2031, creating new economic opportunities for citizens, 
governments and businesses and generating up to AED 335bn in extra growth. 

While AI is identified as an extension of digital transformation, we should deepen 
scientific research in public administration, governmental law and business economics. 
We can identify many AI research opportunities within the digital transformation 
spectrum. Further research should not only focus on areas such as business 
economics, computer science or operations research, as it has been done so far, but 
also focus on the social issues and how the public administration at the national and 
local levels can effectively improve citizens’ lives through the use of AI. 
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5) Dr. Rand Waltzman, Deputy Chief Technology Officer at RAND Corporation 
– USA 

There is an increasing risk from the criminal use of ‘disinformation’. Among a potentially 
vast range of examples, one way such content is disseminated is ‘automated content 
generation’ which is an easily accessed technology including applications can imitate 
human voices and provide system generated advice without prompting.  

The 2016 US presidential election showed evidence of the effect digital transformation 
can have on democracy and political life. The use of algorithms, automation, and AI 
boosted the efficiency and the scope of the disinformation campaigns and related cyber 
activities influenced opinion formation and voting decisions of American citizens. As the 
role of AI in our daily lives grows, algorithms will hold increasing sway, enabling malign 
actors to infiltrate government and corporate networks in order to steal information, 
compromise individual privacy, and distort elections without direct attribution. 

A full range of digital distortion tools can be utilized for forgeries (deep fakes). In 
addition, they are cheap and readily available to the average consumer. This trend, 
facilitated by machine learning techniques, can be seen as the ‘democratization of 
weapons of mass disruption’. Another technique was the possibility of erasing frames in 
pictures, items in real pictures, and video clips. Overall, these require few skills. These 
disinformation tools and techniques will influence what people will believe: this will 
become an increasing problem since very little effort has been done to combat it. 

The development of AI systems is a two-edged sword for national governments. On the 
one hand, AI systems will improve human processes and tasks in the online 
environment, such as detection of disinformation, bots, altered text and images, and 
manipulated audio and video material. On the other hand, when adversaries adopt the 
same technologies, they will enable them to magnify the effectiveness and scale of 
information operations. In a situation where there are ideological and geopolitical 
tensions between states, AI and computational propaganda are likely to become tools of 
political warfare used against different governments and societies. 
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6) Ramez ALKARA, Senior Vice President of Product Management at 
EverteamGS-Intalio, France 

Waves of technology, such as big data, autonomous agents and artificial intelligence 
(AI) have long been discussed and are reshaping government services. In most 
countries, researchers and practitioners who are divorced from the world of public 
administration and are engaged in discussion and making technological decisions 
without understanding the implications for governance represent a real problem. In line 
with this background, there is an emerging need for holistic understanding of the range 
and impact of AI-based applications and associated challenges. 

In recent years, we have also witnessed the amalgamation of government services and 
electronic systems. Citizens and the state interactions have changed focus towards 
human centered electronic approaches, by introducing citizens with electronic services 
that have simplified bureaucratic mechanisms and response time. 

Digitization and digital transformation have been occurring in organizations since the 
1950s. Digital transformation may be defined as the use of technology to radically 
improve performance or reach of the enterprises, and it generally encompasses three 
key areas: customer experience, operational processes and business models. The 
transformation of customer experience focuses on what makes customers happier. 
While companies are using technology to enhance in-person sales conversation and 
multiple channels to enhance the customer integrated shopping experience. The 
transformation of operational processes enables companies to refocus their people on 
more strategic tasks as the technology gives executives deeper insights, allowing 
decision to be made on real-time and real data. Finally, the transformation of business 
models requires digitally modified businesses to share content across organizational 
silos; moreover, companies introduce digital products that complement traditional 
products and increasingly transform their multinational into truly global operations. 

Digital technologies are bringing new innovative solutions to companies and 
governments; however, established companies do not always understand their current 
business models well enough to know if it would suit a new opportunity or hinder it. 
Through their policies, governments should encourage private companies to invest on 
new trends, such as Internet of Things, artificial intelligence, national security, and many 
other areas that are expected to evolve over the years ahead. 
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7) Dr. Karthik Nandakumar, Mohammed Bin Zayed University for Artificial 
Intelligence, UAE 

How trustworthy can AI systems be? Problems such as ‘deep fakes’ are a growing 
concern. ‘Core’ AI concerns the essential functions of machines such as cars, but AI 
specialists are focusing more on additional functionalities such as safety and user-
friendliness. Going forward, the issue of trustworthiness of systems will become more 
important as AI affects more and more areas of essential needs and everyday life.  

As AI is deployed on a larger scale, the associated risks will likely only increase – 
potentially having serious consequences for society at large, and even greater 
consequences for the companies responsible. From a business perspective, these 
potential consequences include everything from lawsuits, regulatory fines, and angry 
customers to embarrassment, reputation damage, and destruction of shareholder value.  

With AI expanding into almost every aspect of modern life, the risks of misbehaving AI 
increase exponentially—to a point where those risks can literally become a matter of life 
and death. Real-world examples of AI gone awry include systems that discriminate 
against people based on their race, age, or gender and social media systems that 
inadvertently spread rumors and disinformation and more. Bias is an ongoing challenge 
for humans and society, not just AI. However, the challenge is even greater for AI 
because it lacks a nuanced understanding of social standards—not to mention the 
extraordinary general intelligence required to achieve “common sense”— potentially 
leading to decisions that are technically correct but socially unacceptable. AI learns from 
the data sets used to train it, and if those data sets contain real-world bias then AI 
systems can learn, amplify, and propagate that bias at digital speed and scale.  

Important issues to consider in this area include identifying the AI use cases for which 
transparency and accessibility are particularly important, and then understanding what 
data is being used and how decisions are being made for those use cases. Also, with 
regard to transparency, there is growing pressure to explicitly inform people when they 
are interacting with AI, instead of having the AI masquerade as a real person.  

To help ensure the safety and security of their AI systems, companies need to 
thoroughly consider and address all kinds of risks—external, physical, and digital 
among many others—and then communicate those risks to users. Although external 
risks tend to get the most attention, internal risks such as fraud can be just as serious. 
For each AI use case, companies need to assess whether the potential benefits 
sufficiently outweigh the associated risks.   
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8) Professor Ernesto Damiani, Senior Director at Robotics and Intelligent 
Systems Institute, Khalifa University, UAE 

Holding an AI system or its designers accountable poses many regulatory and 
normative challenges. The lack of transparency and accessibility, associated with 
machine learning in particular, means it can be hard or impossible to know why an 
algorithm made a particular decision. In addition, there is also a question of who has 
access to key algorithms and how understandable they are, a problem exacerbated by 
the use of proprietary algorithms. As decision-making is ceded to AI systems, there are 
not clear guidelines about who would be held accountable for undesirable effects. 

The field of AI ethics is growing rapidly, with the topics of discrimination, fairness, 
algorithmic bias, and human rights among the primary areas of concern. Challenges are 
related to access and inclusion, as well as the perpetuation of inequity through 
sociotechnical design. Computer science and AI can be relatively homogenous fields, 
lacking in gender, racial, and other kinds of diversity. AI depends on strong 
cybersecurity and privacy provisions. In this context, governments should be 
encouraged to use strong cryptography and other security standards that enable trust 
and interoperability. Efforts should also be used to promote voluntary information 
sharing on cyber-attacks or hacks to better enable consumer protection.  

The tech sector incorporates strong security features into our products and services to 
advance trust, including using published algorithms as our default cryptography 
approach as they have the greatest trust among global stakeholders, and limiting 
access to encryption keys. Data and cybersecurity are integral to the success of AI as 
its use is expanded in the future. We believe for AI to flourish, users must trust that their 
personal and sensitive data is protected and handled appropriately. AI systems should 
use tools, including securely anonymized data, de-identification, or aggregation to 
protect personally identifiable information whenever possible. 

Algorithms can also reproduce and magnify social biases and discrimination from using 
training data that mirror existing bias in society or have a skewed representation. 
Programmers may also unintentionally introduce their own assumptions into their 
software. Algorithmic bias can result in both harms of allocation and harms of 
representation. AI ethics also encompasses the issues of value systems and goals 
encoded into machines, design ethics, and systemic impacts of AI on social, political 
and economic structures. Some have also called to more explicitly include justice as a 
goal of fair, accountable, and transparent AI development. AI has the potential to have 
profound social justice implications if it enables divergent access, disparate systemic 
impacts, or the exasperation of discrimination and inequities.  
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Q&A main points  

BANGERT – AI requires a lot of computer power, which in turn has negative impacts on 
the environments. There is an urgent need to develop systems that are more energy 
efficient. This is an area of research that is currently seeing progress. 

WALTZMAN – More robust validation techniques are needed for testing systems and 
ensuring that they are robust and secure for users. 

NANDAKUMAR – It is very difficult to come up with common standards for AI 
trustworthiness and regulation. This is still an area being explored. 


